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Foreword

Our climate is changing around us faster than predicted.
From more frequent and extreme rainfall and floods to
unprecedented heatwaves, we’re feeling the impacts of
human-caused global warming in our daily life.
If we are to change course, we can’t hope for government to solve it alone; we need true
collaboration across national and local stakeholders, investors and businesses, and it is critical
consumers and communities are at the heart of the debate. Decarbonising how we heat our
homes is one of the most complex challenges facing the UK in its efforts to reach Net Zero by
2050. This is because there are so many complex factors such as consumer appetite/
behaviour, property types and cost that need to be considered. These issues were largely
addressed in the UK Government’s recent Heat and Buildings Strategy which sets out a plan
on how to phase out 23m natural gas boilers for low carbon alternatives such as hydrogenready boilers, heat pumps and heat networks.
Decarbonising homes is such a complex challenge, there is no silver bullet when it comes to
solutions. The Government are addressing the barriers associated with the respective
technologies, be it running blending trials or building homes to test hydrogen or exploring
measures to drive down the upfront capital costs facing consumers for technologies such as
heat pumps.
I am delighted for the opportunity to write this foreword and invite readers to learn about the
respective options that face UK consumers as they look to decarbonise heat in their homes
today, and the associated cost of each option depending on the property in question. In
addition to outlining the costs consumers face today, this report will form part of a series which
tracks the real-world cost reduction achieved for heat pumps against ambitious targets to reach
cost parity with gas boilers by the end of the decade, laid out in the Government’s recent
Strategy.
If we want to achieve Net Zero by 2050, we need to give consumers a variety of choices of
heating solutions - as the optimal and low disruption one will likely be based on property types,
sizes and energy efficiency, as well as preferences and different personal behaviours.
Whilst there is undoubtedly a need for heat pumps and heat networks, I fully believe in the
exciting opportunity hydrogen is providing in meeting our Net Zero targets. When looking at low
disruption options, hydrogen-ready boilers could in fact be introduced as a standard product in
the boiler replacement cycle at no additional cost to current natural gas boilers. While for some
customers heat pumps can be the most fitting solution, for others there are evident barriers to
mass deployment that need to be overcome- including the need to run continuously to maintain
temperature which would not be a valuable option for vulnerable customers.
This is why I am excited about the current promising hydrogen trials going on across the UK in
greening the gas grid; with the potential to overcome some of the trickiest decarbonisation
challenges facing our economy, low carbon hydrogen has a critical role to play in our transition
to Net Zero if delivered safely and at scale.
With a faster and less disruptive hydrogen installation, hydrogen ready boilers will not require
significant capital outlay in terms of home upgrades measures as a prerequisite, making them
a preferable option for many consumers.
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With investment across multiple technologies we can create the mosaic of heating solutions to
match the needs of the country and that can create a dynamic and resilient heating system,
whilst delivering new jobs and opportunities in the process.

Jacob Young MP
Chair, APPG on Hydrogen
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Executive Summary

What is the objective
of this report?
The objective of this report is to analyse the upfront capital costs facing
consumers when considering the installation of new low carbon
heating technology solutions for their homes today, including the cost
of any associated home upgrades that will likely be required.
The UK Government have recently published its Heat and Buildings
Strategy which sets out plans to significantly cut carbon emissions
from the existing housing stock and new homes. Whilst the Strategy
points to a future role for a variety of technologies such as heat pumps,
hydrogen, and heat networks, the success of this Strategy will largely
be determined by the ability to achieve installed cost reductions for
heat pumps of at least 25-50% by 2025, with the view to achieving cost
parity with a gas boiler by 2030.
Others have gone further with Energy Minister Greg Hands MP stating in
the House of Commons that “Octopus Energy, and indeed others, have said
that they think they can make heat pumps an equivalent cost to a natural
gas boiler by April 2022”.

The purpose of this report is to launch a series which tracks the
upfront costs of these respective technologies over time to establish
whether the cost reduction targets mooted by government and heat
pump stakeholders are being delivered, and the implications this has
on our ability to decarbonise the UK housing stock.

Who should read
this report?
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This report is intended to inform readers who wish to understand
the current capital costs they will face when installing a new low
carbon heating technology and provide a way for them to track
these costs over time.
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Executive Summary

What are the key
takeaways?
01

Decarbonisation of the current UK
housing stock is key to achieving the
country’s Net Zero ambitions and is
likely to require a mix of technological
solutions including hydrogen-ready
boilers, district heating, and heat pumps.

02

A ‘one size fits all’ approach will not work –
the optimal choice of heating solution for
each individual household will vary with
location and property type, consumer
preferences and behaviour, policy
interventions, and commodity prices.

04

In its recent Heat and Buildings Strategy, the UK
Government set an ambitious cost reduction
target for heat pumps to reach cost parity with
gas boilers by the end of the decade. Some
industry participants go further by stating an
expectation to reach cost parity as early as April2022. It is important consumers can track
progress against these claims.
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This report outlines the costs facing
consumers as we see them today and will
be the first of a series which periodically
tracks and assesses these costs against the
ambitious targets set by UK Government
and industry participants.
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Regardless of the type of property, the
upfront capital cost for installing a heat pump
today is notably higher than for hydrogenready boilers, and this disparity increases
once accounting for required home upgrades
such as energy efficiency measures and
new heat distribution systems.

05
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Introduction
This study analyses the upfront costs facing
consumers for decarbonising heat in their
homes and provides an insight into the wider
considerations when choosing the technology
solution best suited to an individual and their
home.
The total upfront costs of low carbon heating technologies are analysed
with reference to (1) the cost of the heating system, (2) the installation of
the equipment and (3) the home upgrades that are needed to support the
deployment of the respective technologies in a variety of properties.
The analysis explores five technology options and fifteen property
archetypes with varying characteristics and energy efficiency ratings,
including an assessment of the existing energy efficiency levels against
that required to realistically accommodate each heating solution.
Decarbonising homes is arguably one of the most difficult challenges
facing the UK in its efforts to deliver Net Zero by 2050, as 23 million
homes (85% of the housing stock) currently rely on the natural gas grid to
heat their homes. The UK Government have recently outlined plans to
address this challenge through the publication of their Heat and Buildings
Strategy. Whilst the Strategy addresses several key barriers facing the
mass deployment of low carbon heat technologies such as heat pumps,
there is a particular focus on cost, specifically how the costs facing
consumers can be reduced over time. These costs vary significantly
across property and technology type, such that there is no single specific
optimal technology solution for all building types or consumers in the UK,
and a range of technologies will need to be considered and deployed.
This report sets out and analyses the costs associated with adopting new
low carbon heating solutions across various property archetypes today
and is intended to be used to inform readers around the choices facing
consumers when looking to reduce carbon emissions associated with
heating their homes.
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It is important to note that this report focusses on the cost to the
consumer. Whilst it does reference other key considerations briefly in
section 11b, it does not attempt to address questions associated with
other parts of the value chain for the respective technology solutions, nor
the feasibility, practicality, and safety of each option. Additionally, given
that the emphasis of this report is on upfront costs to consumers, we do
not consider future policy interventions as part of this analysis. However,
where we have greater clarity on certain policy decisions from documents
such as the Heat and Buildings Strategy, an attempt is made to factor
these in. For example, assessing the impact that applying capital grants
for ground source (GSHPs) and air source heat pumps (ASHPs) has on
the conclusions.
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The Heat Challenge

This study has been carried out at a pivotal time in the UK’s race to meet
legally binding decarbonisation targets. In late 2020, the UK Government
outlined what needs to be to be done to deliver Net Zero by 2050 through
the Prime Minister’s Ten Point Plan for a Green Industrial Revolution and
the Energy White Paper. In 2021, the UK Government have begun to outline
how they plan to achieve these targets through the publications of various
strategies and plans including but not limited to the Transport
Decarbonisation Plan, Hydrogen Strategy and Net Zero Strategy. The Heat
and Buildings Strategy, released in October 2021, is a critical part of
Government’s plans as it outlines how the UK can decarbonise heat in
buildings which accounts for 23% of UK emissions – see Figure 1.
Net Zero by 2050
The UK’s ambition to achieve Net Zero carbon emissions by 2050 is now underpinned by the UK Government’s
Ten Point Plan and Energy White Paper, which set out what will be required to achieve these targets. The
subsequent Sixth Carbon Budget advice from the Climate Change Committee (CCC), combined with various UK
Government strategies, articulates how these targets are going to be delivered.

Source: BEIS, Heat and Buildings Strategy

While much of the UK’s
decarbonisation progress to
date has come from
swapping dirty electrons for
cleaner alternatives through
directly replacing coal-fired
power generation with
power from lower carbon
gas and zero carbon
renewables (from wind and
solar), we cannot deliver
Net Zero without reducing
the emissions associated
with heating our homes. As
outlined in Figure 1, space
and water heating for all UK
buildings account for c.23%
of total UK greenhouse gas
emissions. The large
majority (c.85%) of this
comes from the 23 million
homes which are
connected to the gas grid
and therefore use natural
gas, and a further c.5
million being ‘off-gas grid’
relying on a mix of oil,
electricity, and biomass.
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Figure 1: UK carbon emissions in 2019
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The Heat Challenge

Figure 2: Direct carbon emissions from heat in buildings (1990-2019)

Source: BEIS, Heat and Building Strategy
Emissions from buildings have fallen by almost one fifth since 1990 levels but have remained broadly stable
since 2015 – see Figure 2. These reductions in emissions largely reflect energy efficiency improvements in
buildings which have seen demand for gas fall in this sector across the defined period. Despite this progress,
far more needs to be done to deliver low carbon heating solutions and energy efficiency measures in order to
achieve Net Zero by 2050.
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The debate around the future mix of heating solutions for homes and the relative strengths of
respective low carbon technologies such as heat pumps and hydrogen-ready boilers is ongoing.
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The Heat Challenge

Heat pumps
The UK’s Ten Point Plan sets out a proposed target
for 600,000 heat pump installations per year by
2028. Based on announced policy measures and
current rates of heat pump installations (estimated
at 32,000 in 2019), the 600,000 target is considered
unrealistic by many with current policy someway off
from being able to deliver such an ambitious target.
Heat pumps are readily available today but are
expensive. The Heat and Buildings Strategy sets
out the UK’s ambition to bring down the cost facing
consumers for low carbon heating alternatives such
as heat pumps.
This includes the introduction of the £450m Boiler
Upgrade Scheme to encourage their take up by
offering a £5,000 grant for ASHP and a £6,000 grant
for GSHP to reduce the upfront capital outlay
required. The respective grants are enough to
support 90,000 installations across three years, or
30,000 p.a., which represents just 5% of the
ambitious 600k p.a. installation target for 2028
outlined in the Heat and Buildings Strategy.
The Net Zero Innovation Portfolio (NZIP) is
attempting to bring down the cost of heat pumps
over time via investment into manufacturing and
installation improvements for these technologies.

Hydrogen-ready boilers
Hydrogen-ready boilers present a lower cost and
less disruptive alternative to consumers as the
current upfront cost of hydrogen-ready boilers is
considerably lower than that of heat pumps.
Whilst hydrogen-ready boilers are not readily
available today, they have been deployed for testing
under the UK Government’s Hy4Heat programme,
and UK boiler manufacturers Worcester Bosch,
Vaillant, Baxi, and Ideal have committed to produce
them at the same price as their natural gas systems
today. The UK Government will soon consult on
mandating hydrogen-ready boilers by 2026.
The UK Government’s Heat and Buildings Strategy
highlights that research and investment into
hydrogen heating capabilities is set to continue
through neighbourhood and village trials in the mid2020s to explore the feasibility of safe and efficient
use of hydrogen for heating in homes.
A strategic decision on the role of hydrogen in
residential heating is set to be taken by 2026. One
of the aims of the NZIP is to reduce the costs of
accelerating the roll out of hydrogen.

District heat networks
District heating is a system for distributing heat generated in a centralised location through pipes
for residential and commercial heating requirements such as space heating and water heating. The
heat is often obtained from a plant burning fossil fuels or biomass, but heat-only boiler stations,
geothermal heating, heat pumps and central solar heating are also used, as well as heat waste
from nuclear power electricity generation.
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District heat networks can be designed specifically to accommodate the needs of a certain
geographical area (often urban areas) with a certain type of building – e.g., commercial properties
or blocks of flats. Whilst they can in theory compete with individual in-home heating technologies
such as hydrogen-ready boilers and heat pumps, and may have a role in cities, they are not
included in this report given the focus is on in-home heating solutions where consumers have the
option to proactively adopt a particular technology. District heat networks will be fed either by heat
pumps or from waste heat (from heat producing processes or hydrogen) and retrofitting existing
buildings ‘on-gas grid’ with connections to a heat network will essentially require a whole new
network to be implemented.
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Options for reducing
emissions in homes

a) Low carbon heat systems
A range of technologies have been assessed, which will vary in terms of their suitability to
different consumers and property types – further commentary is within the appendix.

1. Ground
source heat
pump (GSHP)
Water
tank

2. Air source
heat pump
(ASHP)

Air / ground
source heat pump

Hot water
Radiators

Energy from Electrical
air / ground input

Outlet temperature: c.35°C to 50°C

3. Hydrogen
hybrid heat
pump (HHP)

Controller
Hydrogen
boiler

Water tank (Optional
and not required if
combination boiler)

Air Source
heat pump
Radiators

Energy
from air

Hot water

Electrical
input

Outlet temperature: c.70°C

We consider hydrogen hybrid heat pumps,
which consist of a hydrogen boiler and a heat
pump installed to work alongside each other. A
HHP can be run such that the boiler meets the
entire heat demand at times when the heat
pump is unable to operate (‘switch’ mode) or
such that the heat pump contributes to
meeting the space heating demand and the
boiler provides the remaining heat required for
the water to reach the right temperature at all
times (‘parallel’ mode). Hybrid heat pumps can
either be installed alongside existing high
temperature radiators or with low temperature
radiators. Costs for installation are similar to
heat pump only systems, on a £/kW basis
though the heat pump size will be lower due to
the hybrid nature of the system.
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The controller would switch between the heat pump and hydrogen
boiler to optimise for either running cost or efficiency.

We consider both ground source heat pumps
and air source heat pumps in this analysis. A
heat pump takes energy from outside and
transfers it into heat to be circulated around a
heating and hot water system. It is highly
efficient and uses electricity to run its
components, principally a fan, compressor and
circulating pumps to transfer the energy from
the heat source into the heat sink or heating
system. For electric heat pumps to deliver the
required level of comfort to the home, the
home needs to be thermally efficient. Heat
pumps typically require both internal and
external space as well as changes to internal
systems such as radiators which can cause
disruption for consumers.
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Options for reducing
emissions in homes
The installation of a hydrogen boiler and the
use of clean gas is a like-for-like replacement
for a conventional heating system which does
not need to be supported by the interventions
required to fit a heat pump in a home.

4. Hydrogenready boiler
(HRB)
Boiler

5. Natural gas
boiler (NGB)

Hydrogen is not currently available in the UK
for domestic users, however it is anticipated
that hydrogen ready boilers will be available
from December 2021, and research into the
safety and suitability of hydrogen boilers is
ongoing.

Hot water

Radiators

Outlet temperature: c.70°C

Figure 3: An overview of the expected lifetime of different heating technologies
Technology

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

2037

2038

2039

2040

2041

1. Ground
source
heat pump
(GSHP)

Expected lifetime of 15 to 20 years

Potential
lifetime

2. Air
source
heat pump
(ASHP)

Expected lifetime of 15 to 20 years

Potential
lifetime

3.
Hydrogen
hybrid
heat pump
(HHP)

Expected lifetime of 15 years

4.
Hydrogenready
boiler
(HRB)

Expected lifetime of 10 to 15 years

Potential
lifetime

5. Natural
gas boiler
(NGB)

Expected lifetime of 10 to 15 years

Potential
lifetime
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Whilst significantly cheaper than heat pumps today, hydrogen-ready and natural gas boilers, on average will need
to be replaced more frequently than heap pump alternatives. Additionally, some of the costs associated with the
initial installation of a heat pump may be a one-off, for example the installation of a water tank in the home.
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Options for reducing
emissions in homes

05

b) Property archetypes

Cavity wall

Cavity wall

Cavity wall

Medium

Energy efficiency measures

High

Listed below are the 15 archetypes used within the analysis for this report.

Solid wall

Solid wall

Cavity wall

Cavity wall

Low

Cavity wall

Solid wall

Solid wall
Flats

Solid wall

Solid wall

Terrace/mid-terrace

Detached / semi / endterrace / bungalow
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Property type
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Options for reducing
emissions in homes

c) Home upgrades
The UK Government have taken steps to improve energy efficiency specifically for buildings with the poorest
energy performance by setting interim milestones for England to improve as many fuel poor homes as is
reasonably practicable to the minimum energy efficiency ratings between 2020 and 2030, as well as consulting
on tightening minimum energy efficiency standards for privately rented homes in England and Wales.

B. Energy efficiency measures
B1. Solid wall insulation - nearly one third of homes in GB were built with brick and
stone solid walls, most of which remain uninsulated due to the costs and disruption caused
by the installation of solid wall insulation. This typically involves either installing cladding
on the exterior of the building, which fundamentally changes the aesthetic of the property
and may require planning permission; or it requires installing insulation on the interior face
of the walls which can be disruptive but may also help to prevent damp, increase sound
resistance, and improve weatherproofing.
B2. Cavity wall insulation – insulation of cavity walls is a non-intrusive measure which
has a major impact on heat lost through the walls. Over two-thirds of homes in GB were
built with cavity walls, and in nearly 35% of these there is no evidence of insulation being
installed.
B3. Loft insulation – a quarter of heat is lost through the roof in an uninsulated
home. Insulating the loft, attic or flat roof is an effective way to reduce heat loss
and reduce heating bills. Installed correctly, loft insulation should pay for itself
many times over in its 40-year lifetime.
B4. Double glazing – energy efficient glazing covers both double and triple
glazing, which are windows with two or more glass panes in a sealed unit. The
energy efficiency of a home can be improved by installing secondary glazing.

C. Heating distribution measures
C1. Radiators – to accommodate the lower temperature of a heat pump,
more radiators or radiators with larger surface areas will be needed to
produce the same level of comfort
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C2. Underfloor heating - as an alternative to increasing the surface area of wall
mounted radiators, underfloor heating can be used. This involves underlaying the
floor with a hot element or tubing that transfers heat into the room.
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Options for reducing
emissions in homes

Heat pumps (both ASHP and GSHP) operate at higher efficiencies at low flow temperatures, meaning that for the
technology to be efficient and deliver the required level of comfort (without oversizing the heat pump at greater
cost) within the home, homes need to be well insulated and require a larger surface area to emit heat. At a
minimum, this would require both energy efficiency measures (wall and loft insulation and double glazing) as well
as upgrades to heating distribution systems (either underfloor heating or larger radiators) to distribute heat
effectively at low temperatures.

B3

B1

B2
C1

B4

C2

A. Heating solution

Product cost

Internal piping
upgrade

C. Required
heating
distribution
measures

B. Required energy efficiency
measures

Installation

Maintenance
for the first
year of
operation

HM
Government
Grant

B1.
Solid wall
insulation

B2.
Cavity wall
insulation

B3.
Loft insulation

B4.
Double
glazing

C1.
Radiators

C2.
Underfloor
heating
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Required and recommended measures are considered the same for heat pumps given their requirement for both
energy efficiency and heating distribution measures as a prerequisite to installation to make them economically
viable. For example, in a poorly insulated home with low energy efficiency, this analysis assumes that demand
can be met through either a hydrogen-ready boiler or an oversized heat pump – i.e., a heat pump that would be
required with appropriate energy efficiency measures. However, when considering installing a heat pump, we
assume that consumers would opt for energy efficiency measures plus an appropriately sized heat pump rather
than investing solely into a more expensive and larger heat pump and no energy efficiency measures. For
hydrogen-ready boilers we assume energy efficiency measures are not a prerequisite for installation but do look
at a scenario which includes improvements in energy efficiency as a recommended solution.
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Options for reducing
emissions in homes

Figure 4: Measures “required” to support deployment of the respective technologies
Required costs

A. Heating solution

B. Required energy efficiency measures

Cost breakdown

Product cost

Internal
piping
upgrade

Installation

Maintenance
for the first
year of
operation

1. Ground
source heat
pump (GSHP)

Yes

Not
required

Yes

Yes

2. Air source
heat pump
(ASHP)

Yes

Not
required

Yes

Yes

3. Hydrogen
hybrid heat
pump (HHP)

Yes
(HP & boiler
combined)

Yes

Yes

Yes

4. Hydrogenready boiler
(HRB)

Yes

Yes

Yes
(included in
product cost)

5. Natural gas
boiler (NGB)

Yes

Yes

Yes
(included in
product cost)

HM
B1. Solid wall
Government
insulation
Grant

C. Required heating
distribution measures

B2. Cavity
wall
insulation

B3. Loft
insulation

B4. Double
glazing

C1. Radiators

C2.
Underfloor
heating

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
(radiator cost
assumed)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
(radiator cost
assumed)

Not
available

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Not
available

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Not
available

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
(£6,000
applied)

Yes
(£5,000
applied)

Note: Figure 4 highlights the components which make up the upfront capital costs for each heating
technology solution in this analysis. Only the required energy efficiency and heating distribution measures
are shown. For recommended, the HHP, HRB and NGB all require B and C home upgrades.
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Hydrogen-ready and gas boilers on the other hand have a consistent operating efficiency such that energy
efficiency upgrades measures are not necessarily a requirement to installing these systems today and achieving
a warm home. HHP can be installed with or without additional home upgrades as the boiler component can be
operated at times of peak heat demand with higher flow temperatures when the pump operates less efficiently. It
is however recognised that energy efficiency measures are still a key part of the puzzle in making UK homes less
carbon intensive, irrespective of the heating solution.
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Costs facing consumers

a) Breakdown of upfront capital costs
There a several costs facing consumers looking to upgrade their home heating systems from existing gas boilers
to low carbon alternatives, these include costs associated with the capital cost of A) the new heating system, B)
potential energy efficiency measures and/or C) new heat distribution measures such as radiators as shown in
Figure 5. These costs will vary by property size, age and existing energy efficiency ratings.

Figure 5: Breakdown of the capital costs of upgrading home heating systems

A. Heating solution

B. Required energy efficiency measures
C. Required heating distribution measures
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Note: the ranges of upfront capital costs shown above include the product cost (for A and B), the installation
cost (for A and B) and the cost of maintenance for the first year (for A only).
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Costs facing consumers

b) Total upfront costs
Figure 6 below demonstrates the all-in upfront capital cost across as an average of all property archetypes for
each heating technology solution included in this analysis. This includes the cost of installation and maintenance
(for the first year) of the solution equipment and the required home upgrades.

Figure 6: Required total upfront installation costs
1. Ground source heat pump (GSHP) - £19,600

2. Air source heat pump (ASHP) - £15,200

Note: these are not
weighted averages
therefore do not reflect
the distribution of certain
property types within the
existing UK housing
stock.

3. Hydrogen hybrid heat pump (HHP) - £11,100

4. Hydrogen-ready boiler
(HRB) - £2,900
5. Natural gas boiler (NGB) £2,900

Figure 7 demonstrates the all-in upfront capital cost across as an average across all property archetypes for each
heating technology solution included in this analysis. This includes the cost of installation and maintenance (for
the first year) of the solution equipment and the recommended home upgrades.

Figure 7: Recommended total upfront installation costs
1. Ground source heat pump (GSHP) - £19,600

3. Hydrogen hybrid heat pump (HHP) - £17,000

2. Air source heat pump (ASHP) - £15,200

4. Hydrogen-ready boiler (HRB) - £8,800
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5. Natural gas boiler (NGB) - £8,800

Note: even with the
inclusion of energy
efficiency costs, the
installation of a
hydrogen-ready boiler is
significantly cheaper for
consumers at the point
of purchase than heat
pump alternatives.
Whilst not the only
barrier for mass
deployment, this
highlights arguably the
biggest challenge facing
the UK Government
when it comes to their
ability to meet their
ambitious installation
target of 600k heat
pumps p.a. by 2028.
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07

We have considered three common properties as case studies to compare
the heating technology solutions under review.
Case study 1: Victorian Mid-terraced

Upfront capital costs by technology (£)
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

Property type

Victorian mid-terraced

Walls

Solid wall

Energy efficiency level

Low (no wall/loft insulation,
no double glazing)

Upfront capital costs breakdown (£)
25,000

A. Heating
solution

26,060

20,000

21,270

B. Required
energy efficiency
measures

15,000
9,992
2,813

10,000

2,813

C. Required
heating
distribution
measures

5,000
Upfront capital costs

NGB

Solution

HRB

HHP

ASHP

0

GSHP

ASHP

B. Required
energy
efficiency
measures

A. Heating
solution

+

HRB

C. Required
heating
distribution
measures

+

Total

=

Air source
heat pump

£7,114

£12,168

£1,988

£21,270

Hydrogenready boiler

£2,813

£0

£0

£2,813
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For a Victorian mid-terraced home with solid walls and neither existing insulation nor double glazing, the
upfront capital cost ranges from around £2,800 for a hydrogen-ready or gas boiler, to just below £21,300 for an
ASHP (including the capital grant from HM Government). The cost difference is largely due to the significant
costs of energy efficiency measures required including solid wall insulation, loft insulation and double glazing in
addition to the heating distribution measures required.
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Case studies

Case study 2: Post War Semi-detached

Upfront capital costs by technology (£)
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

Property type

Post war semi-detached

Walls

Cavity wall

Energy efficiency level

Medium (double glazing
but no insulation)

Upfront capital costs breakdown (£)
25,000
20,000

22,504
15,444

15,000

11,649
3,763

A. Heating
solution

B. Required
energy
efficiency
measures

10,000

3,763

5,000

Upfront capital costs
NGB

Solution

HRB

HHP

ASHP

0

GSHP

ASHP

B. Required
energy
efficiency
measures

A. Heating
solution

+

HRB

C. Required
heating
distribution
measures

C. Required
heating
distribution
measures

+

Total

=

Air source
heat pump

£10,054

£2,606

£2,783

£15,444

Hydrogenready boiler

£3,763

£0

£0

£3,763
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For a post war semi-detached home with cavity walls and medium energy efficiency (double glazing but no
existing insulation), the upfront capital cost ranges from approximately £3,800 for a hydrogen-ready or gas
boiler, to around £15,400 for an ASHP (including the capital grant from HM Government). This is mainly due to
the high cost of the ASHP alongside the costs of cavity wall insulation and heating distribution measures
required for ASHP but not for boilers.
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Case studies

07

Case study 3: Modern Detached

Upfront capital costs by technology (£)
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

Solution

Modern detached

Walls

Cavity walls

Energy efficiency level

High (double glazing, loft
& wall insulation installed)

Upfront capital costs breakdown (£)
25,000
19,897

11,649

3,763

HRB

15,000

12,837

10,000

3,763

HHP

A. Heating
solution

20,000

5,000

Upfront capital costs
NGB

Property type

ASHP

0

GSHP

ASHP

B. Required
energy
efficiency
measures

A. Heating
solution

+

HRB

B. Required
energy
efficiency
measures
C. Required
heating
distribution
measures

C. Required
heating
distribution
measures

+

Total

=

Air source
heat pump

£10,054

£0

£2,783

£12,837

Hydrogenready boiler

£3,763

£0

£0

£3,763
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For a modern detached house with cavity walls, and existing wall and loft insulation and double glazing, the
upfront capital costs range from £3,800 for a hydrogen-ready or gas boiler to approximately £12,800 for an
ASHP (including the capital grant from HM Government). This difference is driven by higher capital costs of the
ASHP system compared to the boiler and the additional requirement to upgrade the heat distribution
measures.
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Findings
•

Installation of energy efficiency measures in UK
homes to meet heat decarbonisation targets is a
clear focus area for the UK Government, and is
arguably something each household can strive for
regardless of the choice of heating technology
solution.

•

Acknowledging and overlaying the cost of energy
efficiency measures across all heating technology
solutions, given that they are recommended
regardless of the choice made, provides a more
comparable cost basis for the technology types.

•

Whilst the cost of recommended energy efficiency
measures evidently increases the overall capital
cost of hydrogen-ready boilers and HHP (for
properties that are not considered highly insulated)
thereby closing the disparity between costs
slightly, overall capital costs are still higher for
heat pumps.

•

The potential capital cost of a hydrogen-ready
boiler increases to as much as £21,993 in this
scenario, for the largest and least efficient property
type, still considerably lower than the potential
cost for the same property of an ASHP (£31,067)
and a GSHP (£38,127).

A. Heating solution
•

•

•

Considering only the costs that a consumer would
pay for the installation of heating solution
equipment today, heat pumps are consistently
more expensive than hydrogen-ready boilers.
GSHP costs vary from £6,059 to £17,114, ASHP
vary from £4,859 to £10,054, and HHP vary from
£9,992 to £11,566, depending on the type of
property, largely driven by the size of the home
and net of available grants (for ASHP and GSHP).
Hydrogen-ready boiler costs will vary across
property size from £2,206 to £3,763.

B. Required energy
efficiency measures
•

As outlined earlier, it is assumed that for an
appropriately sized heat pump to operate at a level
that delivers the required level of comfort, home
upgrades relating to energy efficiency measures to
improve insulation (through wall and loft insulation
as well as double-glazing) and heating distribution
measures (through larger radiators) are both
needed as prerequisites.

•

The upfront capital cost therefore increases for
heat pumps when we consider the need for these
additional measures, and these will naturally vary
across property types depending on their existing
level of energy efficiency.

•

Heat pump solutions consequently range from
£6,052 to £31,067 for an ASHP, and £7,252 to
£38,127 for a GSHP, the lower of this range being
applicable to a flat with cavity walls that is also
considered highly insulated, and the top end of the
range referring to the largest property type with
solid walls and no insulation or double glazing in
place.

•

Capital costs across all technologies are higher for
larger properties (using the property type as a
proxy for property size), and those properties
which are currently less energy efficient (typically
older properties).

C. Required heating
distribution measures
•

To accommodate the lower output temperature
of a heat pump, a larger surface area of heat
distribution methods will be needed to produce
the same level of comfort. This would mean
either more radiators or larger radiators or
underfloor heating.

•

When looking at radiator upgrades, the upfront
capital costs of these vary across property size
ranging from £1,193 for a flat and £2,783 for a
larger property such as a semi-detached or a
detached house.

•

These upgrades are only needed for ASHP and
GSHP, where the outlet temperature is lower,
and are not required for HHPs or hydrogenready boilers where the outlet temperature is the
same as existing natural gas boiler heating
systems.
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Consumers looking for an immediate reduction in CO2 emissions today: for a consumer living in a highly efficient,
well insulated home who wants to proactively invest significant upfront cost to immediately reduce their carbon footprint
today, an ASHP is currently the only option for consumers, as hydrogen-ready boilers are not yet ready to be deployed
and it will take a number of years to decarbonise the gas grid.
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Conclusion
The UK’s ambitious Net Zero target emphasises the importance of the challenges
facing the country in efforts to decarbonise our homes. Whilst there is a live, and
often polarised debate, as to which technology is best suited to solve this
problem, the challenge is so vast, and the issue too important, for this to be left to
a single technology alone. The UK will need to deploy various technologies to
decarbonise the c.28 million homes across the UK, 23 million of which are
currently connected to the gas grid. This will include large scale investment in
replacing methane with hydrogen in the existing gas grid, the roll-out of heat
pumps at scale and investment into clean district heat networks.
This study demonstrates that while there is certainly not one optimal solution for
every property type given certain constraints and consumer preferences, upfront
capital costs will vary considerably across property types and the choice of
heating technology solution, with hydrogen-ready boilers and gas boilers
presenting the cheapest solution overall today.
Heat pumps are an appropriate technological solution for new homes, most ‘offgas grid’ homes and even for the small proportion of the existing UK housing
stock where high levels of energy efficiency exist. However, the upfront capital
costs required to install a heat pump are higher in comparison to a hydrogenready boiler. This is largely due to the cost of the equipment as well as the costs
of the energy efficiency and heating distribution measures that are required in
many existing homes, although availability of grants for heat pump installations
for those that can access them, will notably reduce the upfront capital costs.
Furthermore, given the replacement of existing heating systems are usually a
distressed purchase, the fact that heat pumps take longer to install
(approximately 2.5 days) means that they are largely more disruptive compared
to hydrogen-ready boilers, and will result in a different consumer experience. As
we sit here today it is difficult to see the level of deployment required to deliver
the UK’s carbon budgets without a continued commitment to cost reduction,
technological improvement, and innovation which the Heat and Buildings
Strategy has outlined.
Hydrogen-ready boiler technology exists today, and boiler manufacturers stand
ready to introduce them as a standard product in the boiler replacement cycle at
no additional cost to current natural gas boilers. The installation is expected to be
notably faster and less disruptive than heat pumps and will not require immediate
capital outlays in terms of home upgrades measures as a prerequisite, making
them a preferable option for many consumers.
While a mosaic of heating solutions is likely to be required, if heat pumps are to
be an intended solution for some consumers it is evident that several barriers to
mass deployment need to be overcome, including the upfront capital costs.
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The UK Government have placed a big bet on there being significant reductions
to the capital cost of heat pumps across the next 5-10 years, and it’s critical that
this bet, along with the more ambitious cost reductions timeline being put forward
by the private sector, are tracked and assessed over time against low carbon
alternatives. Irrespective of the timing of these cost reductions, it’s important we
continue to progress a diverse range of heating solutions such as clean hydrogen
and heat networks. This includes reaching a positive strategic decision on
hydrogen’s role in residential heat by 2026 and the no regrets decision to
mandate hydrogen-ready boilers as soon as possible in order to introduce low
carbon optionality in to the current boiler replacement cycle at no additional cost
to consumers.
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Appendix

a) Approach
The key assumptions that underpin the methodology of this study and frame this
analysis are set out below.
Summary of the approach
We apply 5 heating technology solutions to 15 property archetypes, comparing the existing walls (solid or
cavity) and energy efficiency measures in place (low/medium/high) to the required or recommended measures
for each heating technology solution, to produce a comparison of upfront capital costs to the consumer.
We consider only the cost of retrofitting the existing housing stock, focussing on homes connected to the gas
grid. New homes and those homes which are ‘off-gas grid’ face different challenges and options. Our analysis
compares the upfront capital costs of the following five heating technology solutions:

Ground source heat
pumps (GSHP)

Natural gas
boilers (NGB)

Air source heat
pumps (ASHP

Hydrogen-ready
boilers (HRB)

Hydrogen hybrid
heat pumps (HHP)

Heating technology solutions
GSHP and ASHP are established technologies with published pricing estimates from reliable sources. These
devices run on electricity and involve the use of heat in the air (air source) or in the ground (ground source) as
the main source of energy. Both GSHP and ASHP will require additional home upgrades (energy efficiency and
heating distribution measures) as a prerequisite of installation to operate efficiently and to be economically viable.
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HHP combine a hydrogen-ready boiler and a heat pump to meet heat and water demand. Over time, hydrogenready boilers will run entirely on hydrogen and can replace conventional gas boilers on a like-for-like basis;
therefore, our analysis assumes that the cost of a hydrogen-ready boiler and its installation is in line with that of a
gas boiler. This is supported by a recent commitment from UK boiler manufacturers Worcester Bosch, Vaillant,
Baxi, and Ideal that their new boiler technologies, which are designed to be converted to run fully on hydrogen
gas following conversion by an engineer, will cost the same as their natural gas systems on a volume basis.
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Appendix

1. Ground source
heat pump (GSHP)

Availability

Energy
efficiency

2. Air source heat
pump (ASHP)

Heat pumps are an established, readily
available technology

Although energy efficiencies vary with outside
air temperatures, energy efficiency (measured
as SPF) can be as high as 300-400% at peak
efficiency.

Fuel storage: Heat pumps have no fuel
storage requirements
Internal pipework: Installation of heat pumps
will not require any upgrades to internal
pipework

3. Hydrogen hybrid
heat pump (HHP)

Hybrid heat pumps
are an established,
readily available
technology

4. Hydrogen-ready
boiler (HRB)

Just like gas boilers:
H2 boilers can
replace conventional
gas boilers on a likefor like basis, with
hydrogen-ready
boilers expected to
be ready for
deployment as soon
as Dec-21
Availability and cost:
H2 boilers are
expected to be
available at
comparable prices to
gas boilers, therefore
the capital outlay is
lower than that for
heat pumps

While installation
costs are broadly
similar to that of heat
pumps, overall
efficiency of the
system is expected
to be higher given
that the boiler is
expected to be
utilised when the HP
is likely to be less
efficient

Boilers deliver
constant heating
efficiency regardless
of the temperature of
the external
environment

Home upgrades are
not required: HHP
can be installed
alongside existing
high temperature
emitters, therefore
there is no
requirement for any
costly home
upgrades to the
existing heating
distribution system in
the home

Home upgrades are
not required:
installation does not
require any costly,
disruptive home
upgrades or
interventions to be
made to the home

5. Natural gas
boiler (NGB)

The norm: The
majority of UK
homes currently
have gas boilers
installed
Existing standards:
Installation and
maintenance of gas
boilers must be
undertaken by a Gas
Safe Engineer, and
certain industry
safety standards
need to be met prior
to installation – such
industry standards
already exist
Gas engineers: Gas
boiler engineers that
are fully trained are
available

Boilers deliver
constant heating
efficiency regardless
of the temperature of
the external
environment

Home upgrades are
not required
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Home
upgrades
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Appendix

1. Ground source
heat pump (GSHP)

Suitability
to off gas
grid homes
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2. Air source heat
pump (ASHP)

Heat pumps are a viable option for properties
that are off the gas grid or for homes with high
levels of energy efficiency and disposable
income

3. Hydrogen hybrid
heat pump (HHP)

4. Hydrogen-ready
boiler (HRB)

5. Natural gas
boiler (NGB)

HHP are a viable
option for lower
efficiency properties
that are off the gas
grid

Cooling: Heat pumps can provide cooling in
summer, as well as heating in winter
Running costs: Heat pumps that run on
electricity are cheaper to run than oil boilers,
coal, LPG or gas

Installation:
Installation time is
expected to be
similar to that of a
gas boiler, shorter
than the time
required for heat
pumps and the
associated home
upgrades required

Safety: Heat pumps are safe – there is no
combustion involved and no emission of
potentially dangerous gases
Potential cost reduction: While upfront capital
costs are currently higher compared to
boilers, progressive deployment of the
technologies is expected to reduce costs over
time

Other

Complementary to
HP usage: Can
effectively meet heat
demand at times
when it is less
optimal to operate a
heat pump

Maintenance:
GSHPs require less
maintenance than
combustion based
heating systems
Expected life: While
the heat pump itself
has an average life
of 15-20 years, the
ground heat
exchanger element
of a GSHP
installation has a
design life of over
100 years
Aesthetics: GSHPs
are silent,
unobtrusive and out
of sight

Noise: While older
models may have
caused some noise
pollution, ASHP have
improved
considerably and are
now much quieter

Installation and
maintenance: It is
likely that H2 boilers
will have a similar
installation and
maintenance regime
to gas boilers, and it
is expected that gas
engineers (of which
there are many) can
be trained for the
purposes of H2 boiler
installations
Carbon emissions:
Hydrogen-ready
boilers have the
potential to eliminate
carbon emissions
from heating
completely with the
availability of “green
hydrogen”
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Communal heating:
Suitable for
communal heating
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Appendix

Property archetypes
Fifteen property archetypes are considered which are split according to property type, including (1) flats, (2)
terrace and mid-terrace, and (3) semi/detached/end-terrace/bungalow, as summarised below. Given that the
costs of heating solutions and associated home upgrades measures largely vary according to property type,
these are further broken down into solid or cavity wall, as the wall insulation costs vary and represent a significant
component of the total cost for each heating technology solution.
The final characteristic of the property archetype breakdown is the existing energy efficiency measures that are in
place, being either low (no insulation, no double glazing), medium (double glazing but no insulation), or high
(double glazing, loft insulation and wall insulation in place). This approach has been taken to reflect the differing
levels of energy efficiency measures currently in place today. Whilst it is true that older properties are less likely
to be energy efficient, there will regularly be cases where an older house which has installed insulation and
efficient windows will require fewer upgrades than a modern house without those measures.

The approach: Property archetypes
We have produced our analysis around 15 property archetypes, split by:

Property type

Walls

1. Flats

1. Solid wall

2. Terrace/mid-terrace

2. Cavity wall

3. Detached / semi /
end-terrace /
bungalow

Energy efficiency
level
1. Low - no insulation,
no double glazing
2. Medium - double
glazing but no
insulation
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3. High - double
glazing, loft
insulation, wall
insulation
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Appendix

Capital costs
The capital costs consist of the heating solution equipment costs, installation and maintenance (for the first year)
costs, and the cost of applying required energy efficiency and heating distribution measures required across the
five technologies and the 15 property archetypes.
This analysis is reperformed for the recommended measures across the five heating technologies and the 15
property archetypes. Required and recommended measures are considered the same for heat pumps (both
ASHP and GSHP) given their requirement for both energy efficiency and heating distribution measures as a
prerequisite to installation to make them economically viable. For hydrogen-ready boilers and HHP, while the
additional energy efficiency measures are recommended, we assume that they are not a prerequisite for
installation, so the required and recommended measures differ for these heating technologies.

Heat and Buildings Strategy – innovation in low-carbon technologies
The UK Government’s Heat and Buildings Strategy outlines the provision of the £1 billion NZIP, intended to
fund projects over 2021-2025 to accelerate the commercialisation of innovative, low-carbon technologies. This
will include a £60m investment in the “Heat Pump Ready” Programme to support the development of innovative
solutions across the heat pump sector, making them smaller, well-designed, and easier to install and use.
Additionally, industry ambitions have been set to reduce the cost of installing a heat pump by at least 25-50%
by 2025, and to ensure that heat pumps are no more expensive to buy and run than gas boilers by 2030. The
NZIP also aims to reduce the risks and costs of accelerating the roll out of hydrogen, and it is intended that the
design of a UK standard for low-carbon hydrogen is finalised by early 2022.

Outputs
The data above is analysed to provide a comparison of the upfront capital cost to the consumer.

Limitations
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Unconfirmed policy interventions are not priced in given the uncertainty of future policy across the solutions.
Wider considerations which are not considered within the scope of this work or are deemed difficult to quantify
include the consumer experience, feasibility in terms of space constraints and safety, as well as the whole
system impact of increased electricity demand or gas conversion costs. Given the timing of this report and the
related uncertainty around the impacts of possible levy switches from power to gas, this has also not been
factored into the analysis.
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Appendix

b) Considerations
The following sets out the wider considerations that have not been addressed as part
of the cost analysis but are key considerations in the choice of residential heating
solutions going forward.

1 - SYSTEM IMPACT
The system impact of increased electricity demand or gas conversion costs has not been assessed.
All realistic Net Zero scenarios require significant investment in transmission, distribution, and storage assets, be
it for electricity or gas. How these costs will be recovered is still yet to be determined, but the most likely route is
for costs to sit on consumer bills; electricity and/or gas.
Hydrogen is not a new source of energy in the GB gas system. Prior to natural gas, homes received Town Gas –
a manufactured gas from coal which included a significant proportion of hydrogen. Over the course of 9 years from 1968 through to 1977 - six million homes across Great Britain were converted from Town Gas to natural
gas. On average over this period, over 650,000 homes per year were converted with a peak conversion rate of
over 40,000 households per week in 1971/72, which is double the required installation rate of 20,000 hydrogenready boilers/heat pumps per week to convert the current UK housing stock to low carbon compliant heating
solutions. A similar conversion would be required to deliver a national conversion to 100% hydrogen. To deliver
hydrogen-ready boilers at scale the UK will have to invest in repurposing existing network and storage
infrastructure whilst commissioning some new transport and storage assets. This will likely require an initial
deployment of a hydrogen backbone and the eventual full conversion of the existing National Transmission
System (NTS) and Gas Distribution Networks (GDNs) from methane to hydrogen. The GDNs are already
delivering the Iron Mains Risk Replacement Programme (IMRRP) to replace c.100,000km of low-pressure
distribution pipelines – essentially those that connect our homes – with polyethylene (PE). This programme is
delivering enhanced safety and reduced methane leakage and provides the added benefit of an ability to
transport hydrogen. As it stands, the networks have converted 60% of the infrastructure and remain on track for
completion by 2032, subject to regulatory funding approvals.
The increasing electrification of certain sectors such as transport through EVs and increased use of heat pumps
in residential properties will naturally drive-up peak electricity demand, notwithstanding the increased deployment
of energy efficiency and demand side flexibility. To maintain existing levels of energy system resilience, this rising
peak electricity demand will require significant investment in new electricity networks and storage infrastructure
nationally.
It is broadly recognised that the storage of gas is easier and cheaper than the storage of electricity and therefore,
even in a scenario with large scale electrification, storing excess renewable power as hydrogen, and transporting
that hydrogen to end users in periods of high demand to fulfil 1-in-20 peak winter demand is considered a
credible option.
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While the costs and practical impact of these factors have not been assessed within this study given the focus on
the costs to the consumer, they are fundamental considerations when exploring the decarbonisation option for
homes in the UK from a whole system perspective. An analysis of the costs of future heat infrastructure options
(Element Energy & E4tech) suggests that re-purposing the gas grid to deliver low carbon hydrogen is a lower cost
option compared to the heat pump electrification pathway, which would be as much as £100 billion higher,
requiring substantial electricity network upgrade costs, as well as investment at the building level, in the heat
pump units and related energy efficiency and renovation work required. While low carbon hydrogen is likely to be
the lower cost option, its successful deployment depends on the certainty of it being delivered safely and at scale.
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Appendix

2 - PRACTICALITY, FEASIBILITY AND SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
The practicality, feasibility and safety of each heating technology solution has not been considered as part
of this analysis.
Each of the heating technology solutions may have feasibility and space constraints depending on the property
archetype; this has not been considered as part of this analysis.
ASHPs and GSHPs typically require both inside space for water cylinders (hot water storage cylinders are typically
larger than those required for boilers) and outside space, therefore the external space requirements can be a
constraint, particularly in more densely populated areas. GSHPs are not suitable for high rise flats but may be
considered more practical for communal heating whereby a communal ground loop may be connected to individual
heat pumps.

Hydrogen-ready boiler solutions are arguably still in their infancy and current preconceptions around their suitability
and safety present a challenge. Additionally, ‘off-gas grid’ homes would be limited to solutions involving electricity
or bespoke renewable alternatives such as biomass boilers. However, these options also face challenges such as
grid constraints on the electricity networks and availability and access to biofuels.
Hydrogen-ready boilers are being developed by leading boiler manufacturers in the UK, while significant research is
being undertaken to prove the safety of the hydrogen gas network for UK heating today. Early results from safety
studies, such as the UK Government' Hy4Heat study, suggest that hydrogen for residential heat can be at least as
safe as natural gas is today, largely due to reduction in Carbon Monoxide poisoning which is not an issue with
Hydrogen.
With respect to ancillary costs, early research suggests that the installation process of a hydrogen-ready boiler will
be akin to that of a gas boiler replacement. On installation, a gas engineer will need to assess the adequacy of the
gas pipes currently in place to determine whether they need to be upgraded or not. Hydrogen does however have a
lower density than natural gas and therefore will likely need to be transported through pipes at higher pressure,
possibly requiring upgrades to the internal pipework. In our analysis we have assumed that HHP, hydrogen-ready
boilers and gas boilers will incur on average an additional ancillary cost relating to internal piping upgrades of £80
on installation (based on current metering contracts we have sourced), to cover the labour and material cost of
copper pipework installations. Early research does not provide definitive guidance or figures on the estimated costs;
however, we note that the actual cost is likely to vary with numerous factors such as property type, the complexity
and layout of the existing pipework to name a few. Additionally, our analysis assumes that the any supplementary
meter costs will not be borne by the public.

3 - HEATING TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS – EFFICIENCIES and LIFETIMES
The annual energy efficiencies of heating technology solutions are variable.
The assumptions in relation to the energy efficiencies of each heating technology solution are an area of debate.
While heat pumps and HHPs have higher average efficiency levels (270% and 300% respectively, measured as
the seasonal performance factor - SPF), this annual figure does not capture issues associated with seasonality.
The efficiency of heat pumps is lower when the outside air temperature is coldest, therefore requiring more
electricity to produce the same output, and conversely highest when the outside air temperature is hottest and
therefore requiring less electricity to produce the same output. Given the heat pump is operating to heat homes, it
is expected that the times when a consumer will want to heat their home will coincide with times when the outside
temperature is the coldest. Therefore, annual energy efficiency figures do not necessarily tell the full story on
efficiency.
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For a hydrogen-ready boiler, the operating efficiency is typically c.90% and this is considered as constant
regardless of the temperature of the external environment it is situated in. However, efficiency losses which occur
during the reformation process (for Blue) or electrolysis and storage (Green) should be noted when considering
life cycle efficiencies.
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4 - CONSUMER EXPERIENCE
The replacement of a residential heat system is typically a distressed purchase that is required when a
boiler fails. Therefore, the additional cost and time associated with the prerequisite energy efficiency
measures, home upgrades, and the heat pump installation itself can be challenging from a cost and
practicality perspective. The installation of the heat pump alone can currently take on average 2.5 days, not
including time associated with implementing energy efficiency measures.
The installation times and level of disruption during the installation of heat pumps and associated energy
efficiency measures are higher than the equivalent for boiler installations. Additionally, heat pump systems
must be well designed while boiler installations are a more straightforward swap.
Boilers have a shorter installation time (can by typically replaced on a single visit) and are less disruptive in relation
to their impact on consumers while the work is being completed, while heat pumps and HHP take longer to install
and may result in no heating being provided during the installation period.
Regarding energy efficiency measures required to support deployment of appropriately sized heat pumps, cavity
wall insulation and loft insulation can be installed within a day and do not require occupants to clear the space while
the work is carried out. However internal and external solid wall insulation can take considerably longer (3-10 days),
with internal insulation requiring space to resurface the walls and redecoration, and external insulation involving
scaffolding and possible loss of external features. Radiator upgrades for heat pump systems require more radiator
surface area therefore occupants lose wall space. Some properties may also need new pipework and the
installation of underfloor heating.
The installation of energy efficiency measures for heat pumps may come across as burdensome given their
requirement to be installed at point of installation, while for boilers the recommended measures can be installed
whenever residents choose to, for example during home renovations.
The equitability of heat pumps is relatively poor compared to hydrogen-ready boilers due to their
predisposition to continuous operation.

Given that heat pumps produce lower output temperatures than boilers and are best used to heat homes slowly and
continuously over a longer period, some of the heat output from the heat pump may be produced during peak times
which will make running costs more expensive and impact vulnerable customers disproportionately, depending on
the type of tariff they are faced with.
Additionally, heat pumps are more costly to run if they are periodically switched off and the property is allowed to
cool down. For many vulnerable customers, particularly those on pre-payment meters, running continuously is not
an option. This increases the costs for those least able to pay and affects comfort levels for those consumers since
during winter, properties may take a considerable time to warm up, and only stay warm for a short period before the
pump needs to be switched off again.
Boilers avoid this issue since costs are broadly similar for periodic vs. continuous operation and heat up
times are relatively short.
Upgrade costs inversely correlate with affordability further impacting equitability of heat pumps.
It is incredibly important that the transition to Net Zero is equitable otherwise it puts at risk consumer acceptability –
addressing this issue is a key challenge facing the UK Government today.
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Except for London, there is a broad inverse correlation between the costs of upgrade and the ability of consumers
to pay. In simple terms, more affluent demographics tend to live in more modern and insulated properties, which
require the least amount of energy efficiency upgrades. Whereas older properties in many towns and city centres,
which will cost the most to make heat pump ready, are often in areas of greater social deprivation. In many
instances, the costs of installing the required energy efficiency measures for heat pumps will be greater than the
equity value of the mortgaged home, and the installation of those measures will not be reflected in the subsequent
house price. Boilers avoid this issue since no energy efficiency costs are required prior to installation.
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Regardless of the choice of heating technology solution, take up of low-carbon alternatives will only be
achieved if consumers buy in to the technologies, supplemented by planned investment and possible
intervention. Factors such as lack of adequate information, public perception regarding safety and costs
of newer technology, insufficient engagement in the topic, and lack of UK Government funding and
investment into the relevant technologies will need to be addressed. This brings us closer to ensuring
the future success of these heating technology solutions as well as determining what the heating mix
looks like in the future.

c) Outputs
The analysis produced across the two datasets is illustrated below, considering the
cost of both the required and recommended energy efficiency measures being
included for all 5 heating technology solutions.
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A. Heating solution

C. Required heating distribution measures
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Required measures
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C. Required heating distribution measures
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Recommended measures
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Recommended measures
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C. Required heating distribution measures
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Glossary of terms

ASHP

Air Source Heat Pump

BEIS

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy

CCC

Climate Change Committee

CCS

Carbon Capture and Storage

CCUS

Carbon Capture, Utilisation, And Storage

ESO

Electricity System Operator

EV

Electric Vehicle

GDN

Gas Distribution Networks

GSHP

Ground Source Heat Pump

HHP

Hybrid Heat Pump

HP

Heat Pump

HRB

Hydrogen-ready boiler

IMRRP

Iron Mains Risk Replacement Programme

LPG

Liquefied Petroleum Gas

NAO

National Audit Office

NEED

National Energy Efficiency Data

NGB

Natural Gas Boiler

NTS

National Transmission System

NZIP

Net Zero Innovation Portfolio

ONS

Office for National Statistics

PE

Polyethylene

REPEX

Replacement Expenditure

RPI

Retail Price Index

SPF

Seasonal Performance Factor
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